Terms and Conditions
Russia mega project
Krasnodar-Russia Federation
18-20 July2018
Terms of participation:
1- Participants’ assignment for spaces in the floor plan depends on the timing of receiving of the
registration forms, requested area type and the timing of the deposit. The participants are required to
send their application and contract forms for different type of stands including in line, corner, peninsula
and island stand. Confirmation of allocations will be announced after consideration of applications and
facilities by the organizer. As a role of thumb, “First come first served”.
A) Raw Space: 295 euro per SQM+360 euro registration fee
B) Stand with standard equipment: 350 euro per SQM+360-euro registration fee
C) Special stand: building special stand and bare floor 515 euro+ 360 euro registration fee
D) Least standard area: 12 SQM
E) Duration of the show: 3 days
2- Aspect of the show is marketing.
Note 1: If a participant wishes to cancel a previously submitted application, a written request must be sent via a
return of email to the organizers. The organizers may grant a request for cancellation of the application as long as
the participant has fulfilled payment of the cancellation charges as follows:

► 50% of total amount if the application is cancelled 90 days prior to the building up of the event.
► 70% of total amount if the application is cancelled 30 days prior to the building up of the event.
► 100% of total amount if the application is cancelled less than 30 days prior to the start of the event,
or as much of the fee as should be retained in the opinion of the organizers as a remuneration for costs
incurred as a result of cancellation.
Note 2: Visa regulations from embassy of the Russia Federation for Applicant depends on all the
qualifications and the organizer has no Intervention in Issuance nor rejection of visa.
3- Under all circumstances, the participant is liable to pay ITF Group for basic administrative costs,
regardless the term of the cancellation.
4- DEADLINE for online registration and filling out of Application form and deposit 50% is June 20,
2018; shipping and handing over the sample goods to be exhibit in Russia, Krasnodar Megaproject
STARTS on June 25, 2018.
5- During the agreed period, the participant is entitled to stand space at a location selected by ITF Group (as
mentioned in note 1). The exhibitor must know he is not allowed to sublet the stand to another in any

forms partially or totally, including advocacy, partnerships, etc.
6- Hiring a full time translator in the duration of exhibition is at a cost of participants.
7- Product in display must have high export quality and hard packaging and the name of the company,
package number, and stand number must be written in English on the package appeared on the both
sides.
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8- All the required documents like packing list, sales invoices in English and Russian must be completed
according to the organizer forms and if needed ALL THE NECESSARY CERTIFICATES must be
obtained and turned in at the time appointed, in 3 copies (Please contact the organizer more
information).
9- With their application, the participants must submit a list of the goods and/or services they intend
to exhibit.
10- The exhibitor needs to assign an authorized represent or familiar with commercial affairs along with
high-quality brochures or catalogs in English.
11- In case of not receiving the required certificates, installation of equipment and exhibit’s tools to the
floor, tables and roof of the stand is prohibited.
12- Hotel bookings provisions with special prices by organizer and in the cost of the participant are
available.
13- The safety of company products and property during the exhibition hours are not the organizer
responsibility (from 8am to 6pm).
14- Repair defects of equipment and electric devices installed independently by the participant is
prohibited.
15-If the exhibitor is not willing to participate in the exhibition the organizer is allowed to rent the stall
to another participant and there will be no refund.
16- Participant is obligated to evacuate the stand at due time.
17- In cases where force majeure such as war, natural disasters prevents the obligation of both parties,
exhibitor and the organizer permanently or temporarily, there are no responsibility for the organizer due
to a halt of commitment, until the resolve of all obstacles when the responsibility of both parties shall
be return.
18- If the exhibitor make damage, whether material, spiritual, waste, or causality to the organizer, the
exhibitor is obliged to compensate according to the rules and legal provisions and if it is confirmed of
any ill action it is traceable by law.
19- Any dispute between the organizers and exhibitor first it should be resolved by compromise or else
they should make a settlement in a court of low.
20- Online registration for exhibition is considered as a CONTRACT, cannot be withdrawn or altered
unilaterally by the participant.

